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Good Business and Achieving the Moonshot Goal: A Fireside 
Chat with Bill Novelli 

 
Additional Discussion Questions from the Audience 
(Answers provided by Bill Novelli) 
 

 Uniquely, the COVID-19 pandemic created a healthcare dilemma on a previously unseen 
scale—families begging to see their loved ones before they die. There was/is serious 
impact of healthcare policy preventing end-of-life bedside visits, while deemed 
necessary due to viral transmission. Is part of C-TACs role, figuring out future pandemic 
preparedness? 
 
Answer:  Yes, definitely. As a nation, we are short-sighted and woefully unprepared for 
pandemics and other health care emergencies. C-TAC’s big goal is to have all Americans 
with advanced illness receive comprehensive care. That requires us to advocate for 
those who currently are seriously ill and also to have the nation ready for future needs. 
 

 Healthcare providers (physicians) who may not see the value of improved care for those 
who are seriously ill have been identified as a weak link in creating social change. What 
should we do as a nation to improve this?  
 
Answer: Physicians and other clinicians who may not see the value of improved care for 
the seriously ill are not so much “weak links” as they are in need of education and 
support. So a key C-TAC strategy is to enhance provider capacity. There will never be 
enough palliative care experts to serve all those in need. Therefore, virtually all clinicians 
need to understand the value of palliative care and also the importance of bringing  
patients and caregivers into the care decision process. 
 

 What is a major lesson Bill learned about leadership from his tenure as CEO at AARP? 
 
Answer: I’d say five things: 
• Great leadership cuts across sectors. A leader in business can take her skills to the 

nonprofit or government sectors and vice versa. The key is to understand and be 
able to work within the culture of each institution. Culture matters. 

• One definition of leadership is the ability to create lasting change. To achieve this, 
you need a true vision and the ability to rally people to accomplish it. 

• Leaders build and nurture strong teams. This requires that the leader put his ego 
aside and listen to what others believe. Great teams move mountains. 

• You don’t have to be at the top to lead. You can lead from the middle of the ranks. 
Colin Powell taught me that, and he’s right. 
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• It may seem counterintuitive, but we can learn from bad leaders and poor 
managers.  

 
 

 Bill, You said we need policy to make vast social change, but don’t we also need to 
change public mindsets and  attitudes? 
 
Answer: Yes, absolutely. And they work together. Policy change affects broad social 
norms. An example is banning smoking in public places. Individuals’ attitudes and 
behaviors are usually influenced at community, family and peer levels. For big social 
issues, you need both, and need to address them simultaneously. They support each 
other. 
 

 if willing to share, can you give an example of when you learned a leadership skill or 
principle 'the hard way'? 
 
Answer: In Good Business I talk about what was probably the biggest mistake I ever 
made. We had a chance to achieve national tobacco control legislation when the 
tobacco industry backed out of the deal and vowed to kill the legislation. I thought they 
had no chance to do that. We had public support, the President and his administration 
and Senator John McCain guiding the legislation as Chairman of the Senate Finance 
Committee. I should have gone back to our benefactor, the Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation, and asked for a sizeable war chest to fight this. I didn’t, and we lost the 
vote. It took another nine years to achieve FDA oversight over tobacco. It was a failure 
of leadership – mine. 
 

 How can individuals or smaller entities support your efforts? 
 
Answer: The biggest way to leverage support for the reform of advanced illness care is 
at the state and community level. That’s where coalitions of health systems, community 
support, faith-based organizations and public interest groups can win the day. Let’s 
work together to make it happen. C-TAC can support you, as well as you supporting C-
TAC. 


